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1. Application of the PI CC as the Lex contractus

international arbitration. Arbitral tribunals benefÌt from liberties unknown to state courts when it comes to/ determining the
mIes applicable to the substance of a dispute. Unlike state courts, arbitral tribunals do not

1 The PICC are parricularly relevant in the context of

have a lex lori in the sense of substantive laws automatically applicable by virtue of the place

where the tribunal is established. The selection of the place of arbitration (the 'seat' of
the arbitration) does not lead to the application of the substantive laws of the country of

82
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the seat.1 Ir will, however, determine the !ex arbitri, ie the law at the place of arbitration
international arbitration.2 The lex arbitri also comprises
governing the procedural aspects of
mIes regarding the determination of the law applicable to the substance of a dispute.
Traditionally, under most leges arbitrii, arbitrators were obliged to apply national confiict of 2
laws mIes in order to select the law applicable to the merits of the case. Ir is nowadays admitted under most modern arbitration laws that arbitrators are not bound to apply the confiict
oflaws mIes of any nationallegal system, but can instead directly determine the applicable
law (voie directe). 3 The question of whether an arbitral tribunal is authorized to apply the

PICC, which are not state law but form a private set of mles,4 as the !e contractus depends
not on the self-dedared scope of appliCation of the PICC, but rather on the lex arbitri governing the arbitration.

Where arbitrators are not acting as amiables compositeurs,5 they are in principle bound to 3
apply a given municipallaw unless the lex arbitri allows the application of private mies.
Certain laws entide, and may even require, arbitrators to apply 'mIes oflaw' instead of (or
in addition to) a particular domestic law.6 Such language is usually constmed as allowing
arbitrators to apply private sets of mIes that do not have the status oflaws, which indudes
the PICC.7

Arbitrators' entitlement to apply 'rues oflaw' may be stated explicitly in the tex arbitri.8 If 4
that is not the case, this power may be given implicitly insofar as the !e arbitri allows parties
to submit their dispute to private sets of arbitration mIes that allow arbitrators to apply

1 P Fouchard et al, Intertional Commercial Arbitration (1999) 633-634; Arbitral Award March 2002,
iee cae no 10385, (2005J iee Int'l et Arb Bull, Special suppl 80, 82, Unilex. See also the historical note by

Arbitratin (2007) 571-573.
Intertional
2 eg in England the UK Arbitration Act 1996; in Swirzrland ehapter 12 of the Bundesgesetz über da

J-F Poudret and S Besson, Comparative Law of

internationale Privatrecht (1987 eonflict öfLaws Act - English translation at (ww.umbricht.ch/pdf/SwissPIL.
pdf); in France Arts 1498-1507 Nepe.
3 Fouchard et al (n 1 above) 875-876; Poudret and Besson (n 1 above) 586-589.
4 See above, Preable I para 85.

5 See par 64 below.
6 E Gaillard, 'Du bon usage du droit comparé dans l'arbitrage international' (2005J Revarb 375, 376.

7 (1991) Study L - Doc 50, p 4; MJ BonelI, An Intertional Restatement ofContract Law: the UNIDROIT
Prncples of International Commercial Contracts (3rd edn, 2005) 196-198; P Bernardini, 'International
Arbitration and A-National Rules of

Law' (2004) 15(2) ICe Int'I Cr Arb Bull

58, 64; J Lew et al, Comparative

Intertional Commercial Arbitration (2003) 452-453; Poudret and Besson (n 1 above) 591-592. For Swiss
law see P Karrer, 'Aticle 187' in SV Berti (00), Intertional Arbitration in Switzrland: An Introduction

and Commentary on Articles 176-194 of the Swiss Private Inteational Law Statute (2000) 479, 499-500;

M Courvoisiet, ln de Sache anwendbares Recht vor intertionalen Schiedrgerichten mit Sitz in der Schweiz
(2005) 179 (with furthet reference in n 757); also see above, Preable 1 para 46. Compare, however, Arbitral
Award September 1998 (Lugao), ICe cae no 9419, (1999) 10(2) iee Int'l et Arb Bull

104, 105, Unilex:

the tribunal 'firmly believes that the search for a law that ca be applied to a conttactual relationship must
necessarily lead to the identification of a nauonallaw' and declined to apply the piee as the !e contractu, as
requested by the claimant.
8 egArt 1496 Nepe; Art 187 of the 1987 Swiss eonflict ofLawsAct (n 2 above); s 46(1)(b) UKArbitration
Act 1996. At least one arbitration law (Panama) explicidy states that arbitral tribunals should 'take' the piee

'intoaccount: see Art 27 of the Decreto Ley de 8 de Julio de 1999 (1999 Panamanian Arbitration Act - French
translation in (2005J Revarb 822, 834).
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'mIes oflaw' rather than 'laws' only.9 Art 28(2) of the UNCITRA Model Law (as weIl as the
nationallaws based on it, such as § 1051 of the German Code of Civil Procedure) alows parties to designate 'mIes oflaw', while arbitral tribunals may only apply 'a law' where there is no
choice oflaw by the parties. German authors overwhelmingly interpret § 1051 of the Code as
precluding arbitrators sitting in Germany to apply 'mIes of Iaw' to the merits of a dispute,
10 Many foreign authors, in contrast, have

unless theyare explicitly empowered by the paries.

argued that even where the !e arbitr directs a tribunal to apply the 'law' of a state, the parties'

reference to arbitration ruIes that authorize the arbitral tribunal to apply 'mIes oflaw'(even
without a choice of law) mightoverride this direction and allow the arbitrators to apply the
PICC.11 Ir is only in such caes of permissiveness of the

!e arbitr that the Preamble's self-

dedared scope of application of the PICC as the !e contractu has some effect.12 Although it
does not bind arbitrators,13 this self-declared scope of application of the PI

CC often has a

signifÌcat influence on adjudicators when deciding whether to apply the PI Cc. 14
5 Even where the !e arbitr leaves pares free to choose the PICC as the 'mIes oflaw' applicable to
the con
tract, this does not alow a derogation From the relevant mandatory mIes (Art 1.4) .15 An

arbitral award ca be annuled, and its enforcement precluded, if the arbitr tribunal fais to
apply these mandatocy mies. Mandatory mIes are often considered part of public policy (ordre
public) in the countr of the seat of the arbitration or in jurisdictons where a par tries to ~nforce
the award (see paras 71-83 below) .16 At leat if one par raises the issue, the arbitral tribunal has
to determine whether there are mandatory provisions of ths sort applicable to the dispute. The
determination of the mandatory natue of a provision is one of the most delicate issues in inter-

national arbitration,17 and that topic which exceeds the scope of this Commentar.

6 As thePICC are not an exhaustive set of mIes, an arbitral tribunal may have to determine
which mIes or domestic laws apply to issues not covered by the PI CC.18 Where there is no
9 eg Art 17 of the L CC Rules; Art 14 of the LCIA Rules; Art 33 of the Swiss Rules. See also First Partial
Arbitral Award June 1995, iee cae no 7110, (1999) 10(2) iee Intl et Arb Bulletin 39,51, Unilex: 'the
application of the UNIDROIT Principles does not depend on their self-given criteria of application, but
on the powers vested with this Tribunal under Article 13(3) of the iee Arbitration Rules (then in force),
which. . . authorize it to direccly derermine the applicable law it deems more appropriate ro govern the merits';
cf Art 33(1) of the UNeITRA Arbitration Rules referring to 'the law designated by the Parties' and 'the law
determined by the conflict oflaws mIes which (the arbitral tribunal) considers applicable'.
10 KH Schwab and G Walter, Schiedsgerchtsbarkeit (7th edn, 2005) 451-453; K Lionnet and A Lionnet,
Handbuch de internationalen und national

en Schiedsgerichtsbarkeit (3rd edn, 2005) 380-383; H Raeschke-

Kessler and KP Berger, Recht und Praxis des Schiedsverfhren (3rd edn, 1999) 174; 0 Sandrock, 'Procedural
Aspects of the New German Arbitration Act (1998) 14 Arb Int133, 39;.Bernardini (n 7 ab

11 Gailard (n 6 above) 376 and Fouchard et al (n 1 above) 866 and 878-879.

ove) 65.

12 Even where the !e arbitr does not allow the arbitral tribunal to apply the piee as the !e con

tractu, the
piee can still be used as a means to interpret or supplement the applicable law: see paras 43-57 below.
13 See ab

ove, Preamble 1 paras 10-11,29; see para 59 below.

14 (2003) Study L - Misc 25, para 598 (Komarov).
15 See above, Preamble 1 para 39.

16 A Redfern et aL, Law and Practice o/International CommercialArbitration (4th edn, 2004) para 2-37.

17 D Hochscasser, 'ehoice of Law and "Foreign" Mandarory Rules in International Arbitration' (1994)
II J Intl Arb 57; e Seraglini, Lois de police et justice arbitrale internationale (2001); M Blessing, Impact 0/

the Extrateritorial Application 0/ Mandatory Rules 0/ Law on Intertional Contracts (1999); H Grigera Naón,
Choice-ofLaw Proble in Interational CommercialArbitration (1992).
18 See above, Preamble 1 para 44.
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choice by the parties (see paras 24-38 below), tribunals follow the standard procedure of
direct determinationif possible and appropriate, or indirect determination by applying the
relevant conflict oflaws mIes (see para 2 above).
Assuming that the lex arbitri in principle accepts an arbìtral tribunal's ability ro apply the 7
PICC, theyare available (according to the self-proclaimed scope of application stated in the

Preamble) in the following cIrcumstaces: where the parties have agreed that their contract
should be governed by them (see paras 8-14 below); where the parties have agreed that their
contract should be governed by general principles oflaw or the like (see paras 15-23 below);
and where the parties have not chosen any law to govern their contract (see paras 24-38

below). Whether the PICC ca be applied by arbitrators where the parties have chosen
another system oflaw is subject to debate (see paras 39-42 below).
1. Parties' agreement on their contract being governed by the PI

CC

Subject to the applicable mandatory provisions of domestic law, any choice by the parties 8

of the law or mIes of law applicable to their contract is usualy binding upon the arbitral
tribunal.19 An agreement between the parties may be expressed by way of a choice of law

clause in their contract, by way of an agreement at the outset of the proceedings, or even
during the course of the proceedings: for instance, by relying without reservation on certain
CC (see para
provisions of a given law; A choice oflaw clause may refer exclusively to the PI
9 below); refer to both the PICC and a domestic law (see paras 10-13 below); or to the
terms of the contracts and the PICC (see para 14 below).
(a) Choice of law clause in favour of the picco Parties may have specificalyagreed on a 9

Cc. They may have even excluded the application
of all or some nationallaws. Where the lex arbitri alows parties to resort to 'mIes oflaw'
laws)
, the dispute may be settled on the basis of the PI
CC
(as opposed to municipal
alone2° because the PICC are commonly characterIzed as 'mIes of law' for the purpose
. of provisions authorizing the application of such rules.21 ln practice, arbitral tribunals
(in contrast to municipal courr)22 reguarly implement a choice by parties to apply the
PI CC to the merits of their dispute, whether such choice is expressed in a contract or in
choice of law clause in favour of the PI

arbitration proceedings.23

19 Art 28 of the UNeITRA Mode! Law; Art 42(1) of the ieSID Convention; Art 17(1) of the iee Rules;.
Art 33(1) of the Swiss Rules.

20 Or any other set of transnational norrn for that matter: see also KP Berger, 'International Arbitral Practice

and the UNIDROIT Principles ofInternational Commercial Conttacts'(1998) 46 Am J eomp L 129, 147; P
Laive, 'The UNIDROIT Principles as Lex eontractus, With or Without an Explicit or Tacit ehoIce of Law:
An Arbitrator's Perspective' (2002) iee Int'I Cr Arb Bull, Special suppl 77, 79; M Scherer, 'The Recognition
of Transnational Substantive Rules by Courts in Arbitral Matters' in P Pinsolle et al (eds), Towards A Unifnn
InterntionalArbitration Law? (2005) 91, 94-95.

21 eg Redfern et al (n 16 above) para 2-72 n 6; S Beson, 'Commenra on Ar 31-33 Swi Rues' in

T Zuberbüher et al (eds), SwÍJs Rules oflntetionalArbitratùm: Commentary (2005) Art 33 paras 22-24; A Reiner
and W Jahne!, 'Die iee-Schiedordnung' in RA Schütz (ed), ImtitutionneUe Schiedsgerhtsbarkeit (2006) 90-91.
22 See above, Preamble 1 paras 7 and 45-47.

23 Arbitral Award 1 Decembet 1996, Camera Arbitrale Nazionale e Internazionale di Milano cae no
A-1795/51, Unilex: the piee were appliedand Off emt cited by the tribunal afrer the parties had agreed that
the dispute would be settled in conformiry with the piee (rempered by recourse ta equiry).
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10 (b) Choice of law clause referring to both the PI CC and a domestic law. Parties may also

include a choice oflaw clause in their contractcombining a reference to both the PICC
and a domestic law. The offcial foornote to the Prean:ble suggests the following language:

'This contract shall be governed by the UNIDROIT Principles (2004) (except as to
Articles. . . ), supplemented when necessar by the law of (jurisdiction X).' If the parties

disagree on the proper construction of this clause, the arbitral tribunal must determine its
meaning in accordance with the applicable mIes of contract interpretation.24 The reference
can be cumulative (where the arbitral tribunal is meant to decide in accordance with both
the domestic Iaw and the PICq, alternative (where a decision in accordance with either

one is admissible), or exclusive (where there are distinct scopes of application of the PICC
and of the domestic law: for example, if the latter is meant to apply to a breach oftontract
and the former to the amount of compensation for that breach).
11 Where there is a confict between the PI

CC and the selected domestic law due to an over-

lapping application, a tribunal may have to determine the hierarchy the parties had in
!e specialis,25 or may have derogated from

mind. The partiesmay haveelected the PICC as

the PI CC in favour of domestic law in accordance with Art 1.5.26 They may also have cho-

sen to apply domestic law to issues not covered by the PICC, as recommended by the
Offcial Comment.27 ln any event, the mandatory provisions of domestIc law will prevail
(Art 1.4).

CC to merely interpret or supplement the

12 Paries may restrict the application of the PI

domestic law applicable to the merits (see paras 46-57 below). 28 Importandy, even without
an explicit agreement to this effect, the arbitrator may rely on the PICC to interpret or
supplement domestic law. As a matter offact, this use of the PI

CC is contemplated in para-

graph 6 of the Preamble.

13 Problems ofinterpretation may arise over clauses restricting the application of the PICC.
Unless the restriction is accompanied bya choice oflaw for the restricted issues to which the

oppy drafting rather than a genuine wish to limit
CC led to the restrictive language. Normally, it can indeed be assumed
that parties intend to apply the substantive provisions of the chosen law in a broad manner
PICC may not apply, it is possible that si
the scope of the PI

rather than restrictively. 29 This sound rule also applies in cases where the parties have chosen

the PICC.

tract supplemented by the
PI Cc. Parties may also decide, by means of a choice of law, that their dispute should

14 (c) Choice of law clause referring to the terms of the con

24 See below, Introduction to ehapter 4 of the pICe para 4.

25 M KIiuchkovskyi, 'Applicabiliry of UNIDROIT Principles of International Commercial eOntracts in

Courts and ArbitratIon Tribunals' (2007) 1 Dispute Resolution International 199, 20 i.
26 e Seraglini, 'Du bon usage des principes Unidroit dans l'arbitrage international' (2003) Revarb 1101,
1109.
27 Off emt 4a ro Preamble, p 3, and Ml Bonell, 'UNIDROIT Principles and the Lex Mercarorià in TE
earbonneau (ed), Lex Mercatoria andArbitration (1998) 249, 254; see ab

ove, Preamble 1 para 40 and see also

para 30 below.
28 For an illustration see Arbitral Award 21 April

1997 (Paris), Ad hoc arbitration, Unilex.

29 S Besson (n 21 above) Art 33 para II.
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be settled in conformity with the terms of their contract supplemented by the PICC.30
ln this event, the terms of the contract, together with the PI

Cc, form the 'mIes of law'

applicable to the relationship between the parties. Parties ca also incorporate the PICC
into the contract as terms of it while opting for a nationallaw as the applicable law.

2. Reference to general principles of law, !e mercatori, or usages
International commercial contracts sometimes contain a choice oflaw clause in favour of 15
'general principles oflaw', 'the lex mercatoria', 'general principles of transnational law' or
other similar expressions (see paras 16-20 below). Moreover, contract clauses

on occaion

refer to 'usages' (see paras 21-23 below).
(a) Clauses in favour of'general principles oflaw, the

!ex mercatoria or the like'. According 16

to paragraph 3 of the Preamble, the PICC 'may be applied when the pares have agreed
that their contract should be governed by general principles of law, the lex mercatoria or

the like'. Since the defÌnition of these notions is far from settled in law or practice, it is
not surprising that the PI CC opted for a remarkably wide and imprecise open-ended term

('or the like') in an attempt to catch all clauses contained in international commercial
contracts that may refer to non-national sources. ln view of this vagueness, the Offcial
Comment suggests that 'in order to avoid, or at least reduce considerably, the uncertainty
accompanying the use of such rather vague concepts, it might be advisable, in order to
defÌne their contents, to have recourse to a systematic and well-defÌned set of mIes, such
as the PICC'.31

If parties did not heed this advice but referred to 'the lex mercatoria or the like' without refer- 17
ence to the PICC, the situation is less clear. Even if the PI

CC undoubtedlyform 'a system-

atic and well-defÌned set of mIes', they do not necessarily reflect general principles oflaw.32

Arbitral tribunals must assess on a cae-by-cae basis whether a specifÌc provision in the
PICC reflects the common core of current global contract law.33 ln practice, what the par-

ties meant by referring to abstract concepts is rarely obvious; it is a fair assumption that
many of the drafers of these tyes of clauses would themselves be at a loss to explain what

they understood precisely by these notions. On the other hand, what the parties intended
to exclude is often clearer. Usually, one or more of the following concerns are instrumental
in the insertion of this language. First, the parties want to escape the vagaries oflocalaw,

30 Arbitral Award December 1996 (Paris), iee cae no 8331, (1998) 125 elunet 1041 (excerpts), Unilex:

the paries agreed that the arbitral tribunal would apply relevant agreements between the parties and, to the
exem that the arbitral tribunal found it necessar and appropriare, the 1994 edition of the piec.
31 Off emt 4b to Preable, p 4.
32 eg Bonell (n 27 above) 254; J Crawford and A Sinclair, 'The UNIDROIT Principles and their Application
to Stateeontracts' (2002) iee Int'I et Arb Bull, Special suppl 57; see also above, Preable 1 paras 8 and 63.

ln practice though, arbitral tribunals often equate !e mercatoria, general principles and the piee: eg Arbitral
Award March 1998 (Rome), iee cae no 9029, (1999) 10(2) iee Int'l etArb Bull
88, Unilex; Arbitral

Awards

January 1999 and March 2000, iee cae no 9875, (2001) 12(2) iee Im'l et Arb Bull 95, 96-98, Unilex;
Arbitral Award 2001, iee cae no 10422, (2003) 130 eluner 1142 (excerpts) 1145.
33 See ab

ove, Preable 1 para 4; Arbitral Award April
1997 (Paris), iee cae no 8264, (1999) 10(2) iee
Inr'1 et Arb BtÙl 62, 65, Uni/ex: faced with a choice of law clause in favour of Algerian law, general principles
oflaw and international trade usages, the tribunal found that Art 7.4.3 piee embodied rtÙes 'largelyaccepted

throughout the world in legal sytems and the practice of international comracrs'.
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whether real or imaginar, and increase the predictability of the proceedings and outcome
of any dispute. Second, they want to raise the contract from a domestic to an international
leveI, and to ensure that it is governed by mIes that reflect an international approach rather

than a local or parochial one. Third, they could not agree, for whatever reason, on the application of a particular nationallaw.
18 Since the choice of the 'lex mércatoria' or of 'general principles' by the parties does not
amount to a choice of particular rules, the application of the PICC to the parties' relationship may be justifÌed34 as an expression or evidence of trasnationallaw.35 This is con-

fÌrmed by abundant case law. Arbitrators dislike working In a vacuum and, when faced with
choice oflaw clauses referring the dispute to general principles (or the like), theyappreciate
being able to decide on the basis ob tangible set of mIes such as the PICC,36while sticking
to general principles or the lex mercatoria for matters not coveredby the picco 37 For some,
even a vague reference to general principles warrants the application of the PICC if the parties have made no.other choice oflaw.38

19 The same solution applies when a refer~nce to general principles, the lex,mercatoria or the

like is combined with a choice of a domestIc law.39 An arbitral tribunal may consider that
the PICC should be applicable as part of the general principles mentioned in the clause.4o

34 For a precedent where the piee were applied because no specific other rules were designated by the
contractualchoice of general principles,see Arbitral Award February 1999 (Paris), iee case no 9474, (2001)

12(2) ICe Intl et Arb Bull 60, Unilex: the parties agreed that the arbitral tribunal should apply 'the general
standards and rules of international contracrs'; the tribunal noted thát such 'general standards and rules' could
not be found in any specific international instrument and applied various national and international instruments

including the CISG, the uee, and the piee.
35 Off emt 4b to Preamble, p 4; F Dessemontet, Tutilisation des Principes UNIDROIT dans le cadre de
la pratique contractuelle et de l'activité arbitrale: Lexemple de la Suisse' in E eashin Ritaine and E Lein (eds),
The UNIDROIT Principles 2004: Their Impact on Contractul Practice, jurisprunce and Codifcation (2007)
159, 160.
36 First Partial Award, iee case no 7110 (n 9 above); Second Partial Award April

1998, ieC cae no 7110,
58, Unilex: the coritract contained a choice oflaw clause in favourof'laws
or rules of natural justice'; the tribunal found that the piee formed the /e contractu, based on their being 'the
central component of such rules. See also (1991) Study L - Doc 50, p 5; Berger (n 20 above) 143.
(1999) 10(2) ICC Intl et Arb Bull

37 (1994) pc - Misc 19, P 10 (Lado).
38 Dessemontet (n 35 ab

ove) 160: 'where the parties have not made an expres choice oflaw . . . the arbitratar

shall base its decision on the assumed intention of the parties. But the choice of arbitration as a meas of
resolving disputes often caUs for the application of a neutrallaw. Reference ta general principles in the body

the contract might be an indication of the parties' intention ta apply the Principles to their contract.'

of

39 eg DFT 14 June 2000, ASA Bull 3/2000, 582, 592: contracts relating ta the construction of the metro
network in Athens (Greece) contained a choice of law clause ta the effect that the contract was to be 'read,
construed and implemented in conformiry with Swiss law and international usages in force with regad ta
Joint-Ventures' ('u, interprété mis (sic) en ceuvre: conformément au droit suisse et aux usages internationaux en
vigueur quant aux Joint Ventures'); TPI Bruxelles 8 March 2007, (2007) Rev atb 303: setting aside two arbitral

awards whose underlying contract stated that the arbitratars 'shall apply the lex mercatoria and in addition
where necessary the appropriate law'; the arbitrators had applied EU competition law, but improperly.
40 Arbitral Award, ICe cae no 8264 (n 33 above): the choice of law clause was in favour of A1gerian law,
general principles oflaw and international trade usages; the tribunal applied Art 7.4.3 PI

CC on the issue of the
loss of profit (pere d'une chance) because the piee 'embody . . . rules largely accepted throughout the world in
legal systems and the practice of
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CC and a domestic law, either in a

Parties mayeven specifÌcaly choose to combine the PI

choice oflaw clause in their contracr41 or during the course of the proceedings.42
CC should 20

However, a contract referring to 'general principles' without mentioning the PI

also be scmtinized as possibly evidencinga negative choice excluding the picco Just as the
parties may have discussed and discarded the application of a given nationallaw, they may

international or transnationallaw.43 ln such rare events, an arbitral tribunal should determine the relevant general
have discarded the PICC as a manifestation

of general principles of

pi:nciples without resorting to the PICC, although it may eventually conclude that these
general principles are also reflected in the picco However, a negative choice should not be
assumed lightly.
(b) Clauses in favour of

'usages' or 'international trade usages'. Usages are not mentioned 21

in the Preamble. Indeed, they should be distinguished &om general princip

les of law,44

as evidenced by their separate treatment in Art 1.9. A usage is merely a prevailing practice

established among parties to a contract or actors in the same industry. Usages are part of
the conrract insofar as it must be aSsumed that it was the pa~ties' agreement to comply
with usages in their own trade;45 as such, usages normally prevail over the PICC.46
It is possible that certain usages have the same content as a general princip

le. Nonetheless, 22

they wil stil only apply as terms of the contract, not as rules oflaw. References to 'usages'

in arbitration agreements or arbitration rules (such as Art 33 of the Swiss Rules and Art 17
of the ICC Rules) therefore should not be interpreted as directions to apply the PICC.47
The better approach, even if not systematicaly adopted in cae law,48 is to scmtinize whether

41 For views in favoue of such clauses, see (1994) PC - Misc 19, p 13 (especialy Drobnig).
42 Arbitral Award March 2000, iee cae no 10114, (2001) 12(2) iee Int'I et Arb Bull 100, 101-102,
Uni/ex: there was no choice of law clause;. the parties joincly expressed the opinion that ehinese law should be

applied to the merits, together with 'international practice, especially the UNIDROIT Principles',
43 Bernardini (n 7 above) 65.

44 E Gaillard, 'La distinction des principes généraux du droit et des usages du commerce international' iri
Etus offertes à Piere Bellt (1991) 203;Poudret and Besson (n 1 above) 591--594,
45 See below, Art 1.9 paras 10-20.

46 (1991) Srudy L - Doc 50, pp 18-19; (1992) Srudy L- Doc51, pp 19-21.
47 eg Arbitral Award, iee cae no 9029 (n 32 above) 90: the tribunal was requested to 'engae the "Principles

of International Commercial eOntracts" drawn up by Unidroit, as an authoritative source of knowledge of

international trade usages'; it rued that 'although the UNIDROIT Principles constirute a set ofrules
theoreticaly appropriate to prefigure the./e mercatori should they be brought into line with international
commercial practice, at present there is no necessary connection between the individual Principles and the rules
of the lex mercatoria, so. that recourse to the Principles is not .. . the same as recourse ta an actually existing
international commercial usage'; cf G Aken, 'The Law Applicable in International Arbirration: Relevance of
Reference ta Trade Usages' (1996) 7 International eongress & Convention Association Series 471, 476, which
equates the PI
CC with trade usages.
48 Arbitral Award November 1996 (Paris), ieC case no 8502, (1999) 10(2) iee Int'l Cr Arb Bull 72, 73,

Unilex: the contract contained no express choice of law clause but made repeated references ta international
trade usages, including the INeOTERMS 1990; the tribunal found that the dispute was to be resolved on
the basis of the conrract, supplemented by the eISG and the piee 'as evidencing admitted practices under
international trade law'. See also Arbitral Award, iee cae no 8501, (2001) 128 elunet 1164, 1165 (explicitly

referring to Art 13(3) of the iee Rules).
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the parties intended in fact to refer to general princip

les or to the PI CC when using the term

'usage'.49

23 If the finding is negative, an arbitral tribunal may nevertheless analyse the actual practice in
the relevant field to determine whether the PICC invoked by one of the parties could nonetheless qualiry as a trade usage. ln practice, arbitral tribunals onen deny this type of quali..
fication and therefore decline to apply the relevant provisions of the picco 50

3. Application of the PI
con

CC when the paries have not chosen any law to govern their

tract

CC 'may be applied when the parties have
not chosen any law to govern their contract. A distinction should be made between situations where the parties merely refrain from designating a system of law (see paras 25-30

24 According to paragraph 4 of the Preamble, the PI

below) and those where their silence ca be constmed as the exclusion of a particular system

oflaw (see paras 31-36 below). The simuItaneous designation of several domestic laws may
also amount, in practice, to the absence of a choice oflaw clause (see paras 37-38 below).

25 (a) The PICC as the lecontractuwhere there is no choice oflaw. Most arbitration laws
and arbitration ruIes leave arbitral tribunals with a broad discretion when determining the
ruIes of law where there is no express choice of law clause by the parties. However, not

all grant the same degree of discretion. For example, under the ICC Rules, an arbitral
tribunal may apply 'the ruIes of law which it determines to be appropriate'. 51 The Swiss

Rules appear to restrict the arbitral tribunal's discretion by requiring it to apply 'the
ruIes of law with which the dispute has the closest connection'.52 ArguabIy, this is more

restrictive, since the law with the closest connection may not be the most appropriate
one.

53 Moreover, the closest connection test, which is a technical conception of traditional

conflict of laws mIes, wil almost invariably lead to the application of some nationallaw
instead of a non-national ruIe of law.54

26 Where both the lex arbitri and the applicable ruIes of arbitration grant an arbitral tribunal

discretion to apply the 'rules of law' of its choosing, the arbitrators are free to apply the
picco For some authors, the very nature of
international arbitration calls for the application of neutral international norms such as the PICC whenever the parties refrain from
49 Fouchard et al (n 1 above) 807,

50 Arbitra Award July 1997 (Paris), iee case no 8873, (1998) 125 elunet 1017-1024, (1999) 10(2) iee

Law in Third-Milenium Arbitrations: The Relevance
of the UNIDROIT Principles of International Commercial eonrracts' (2003) 36 Vand J Transnat'l L 1137,
Int'l et Arb Bull 78, Unilex, and in F Marella, 'ehoice of

1180: the claimant argued that hardship clauses were common in inrernational practice and that me piee

conrained a provision relating to hardship; me tribunal declared mat 'it is thus excluded that provisions on

Hardship conrained in me piee are trade usages, On the conrrar, mey do not correspond. . . ta currenr
practices of

business in international trade.'

51 Art 17(1) of the iee Rules (emphasis added). For an example where an ieSID Tribunal relied on the
piee, in addition to the applicable eongolese law, see Arbitral Award 29 July 2008, ICSID case no AR OS/21
African Holding Company et al v Congo, available at http://icsid.worldbank.org, relying on Arts 1.2 (conrracts

need not necessarily be in writing) and 7.1.1 (non-performance).
52 Art 33(1) of the Swiss Rules (emphasis added).
53 Besson (n 21 above) Ar 33 para 21.
54 See above, Preamble 1 para 69.
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CC may be an excellent

makng an express choice oflaw: using neutral norms such as the PI

way to 'meet the parties' legitimate expectations'. 55 As a result, they see the application of

the PICC where there is no choice of law clause as almost automatic. Yet it is doubtful
whether the drafters of the PICC intended to go that far.56 Even if the PICC may be applied

theoreticaly, the arbitral tribunal should be reluctant to do so spontaneously.57 Not even
their draters were minded to give carte blanche to arbitrators to apply the PICC each time

a contract lacked a choice oflaw clause. As a mIe, the Offcial Comment expects the arbitral
tribunal to turn primarily to a particular domestic law.58 Two instances are identified in

which, exceptionally, the PICC-rather than a domestic law-could be applied in the
absence of a choice of law clause. First, if the contract presents connecting factors with
many countries, no
ne ofwhich may show a suffciently close connection to justify the application of one specific domestic law. The PI
substantive mies.

CC may then be the most appropriate set of

59 Second, the PI CC may be applied if it can be inferred from the circum-

stances that the parties wanted to exclude the application of any domestic law (see paras
31-36 beloW).60
ln practice, arbitral tribunals tend to be qui

te liberal, although some arbitrators have taken 27

CC canot be applied as lex contractus at al1.61 They may choose to
apply the PICC as 'a neutrallaw or default law in cae of an absence of a choice oflaw'Y
Indeed, the PI
CC are the most comprehensive and regularly updated statement of internationally recognized Iegal rules applicable to international commercial conrracts. This
solution is acceptable as long as international arbitrators consider it with the necessary caution not to extend the scope of application of the PI CC beyond what they were drated for.
the view that the PI

One specific situation should be mentioned by way of illustration: it is sometimes consid- 28

ered that arbitrators should avoid designating a law that would lead them to declare the
contract null and void or otherwise fmstrate the wil of the parties.63 There may be circumstances where the arbitrators find overwhelming policy considerations in favour of afrming the validity of the contract despite it being flawed under the otherwise applicable

55 Y Derains, 'The Role of the UNIDROIT Principles in International Commercial Arbitration (1): A
Europea Perspective' (2002) iee Int'I et Arb Bull, Special suppl 9, 14.
56 eg (2003) Srudy L - Misc 25, para 605 (Date-Bah).
57 Besson (n 21 above) Ar 33 para 26.

58 Offemt 4c to Preable, pp 4-5; see above, Preable 1 para 9.
59 Off emt 4c ta Preamble, p 5; Arbitra Award, iee cae no 9875 (n 32 above): the contract had connections
with both Japanese and French law; the tribunal applied the !e mercatori as the !ex contract, and in particular

the piee.
60 Off emt 4c ta Preable, p 5.

61 Arbitral Award, iee cae no 9419 (n 7 above),
62 Mare/la (n 50 above) 1156-1157: the piee (with the

!e mercatori) 'may now be considered as a sort of

default law'; 1158: the piee applied as the !e contractu 'in at leat 12 iee caes out of a

tota of 38 awards

makng reference ta the Principles (collected between May 1994 and December 31,2000)'. See also Arbitral
Award, Stockolm ehamber of

Commerce cae no 117/1999, (2002) SAR 59, and Redfern et al (n 16 above)

para 2-66.
63 eg Fouchard et al (n 1 ab
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These must remain exceptional.65 Stil, once the arbitrators find that the law
which would be applicable under the usual, relevant choice oflaw rules (such as the lawwith
which the contract has the most connections) is unacceptable in the context of an international transaction,66 they might want to refer the contract to the PICC if the PICC allow
them not to annul the con
tract and reach another acceptable solution. Indeed, they might
national

law.64

be more inclined to dis

regard the otherwise applicable law if theyca then turn to non-

national mIes of law rather than to another domestic law.

29 ln any case, the tribunal must hear the parties on the possible application of the PICC and
eventually invite them to make their submissions on that basis so that thèy are not surprised. The award would oiherwise be in violation of the paries' fundaental right to

present their case (see para 83 below). Likewise, an arbitral tribunal should respect any
subsequent choice of law by the parties-such as where they coincide in basing their legal

submissions (without reservations) on the same domestic law.
30 Finally, an arbitral tribunal faced with no choice oflaw by the parties might, as a compro-

mise, combine the PICC with a domestic law or other sources of law. The Official
Comment and the offcial footnote to thePreamble explicitly encourage parties to choose
the PICC to apply in conjunction with a domestic law to supplement issues not covered by
themY Likewise, an arbitral tribunal might want to apply the PICC together with international uniform law, domestic law or international trade usages.

68

31 (b) The PICC as the ¡ex contractus where there is a negative choice of law. Arbitrators
may be faced with contracts containing an explicit negative choice, where the parties
expressly exclude some or all nationallaws. ln such a case, the parties may be deemed to
have made a negative choice to submit their relationship (and disputes) to a transnational
legal system.69 Agreements calling for the application of a 'neutral' system of law ~ight
also warrant the application of a transnationallegal system. ln these situations, the PICC
maybe applied as the lex contractus.70

64 Arbitral Award September 1996 (Paris), ree case no 8540, Unilex, cited in Fouchard et al (n 1 above)

876 n 59: 'in view of the parties' intention. . . we are of the opinion that this tribunal canot designate as the
preper law a system of law under which the (agreement) would be found a legal nulliry or under which the
(agreements) key obligation would be found to be unenforceable.'
65 A Sayed, 'La présomption de validité des contrats dans l'arbitrage international' (2002) ASA Bull 623.
66 KP Berger, Interational Economie Arbitration (1993) 509-510.

67 Off emt 4a to Preamble, p 3; Arbitral Award, Stockholm Cham
ber of Commerce case no 117/1999 (n
62 above), also in L Mistelis, 'The UNrDROIT Principles Applied as "Most Appropriate Rules of Law" in a
Swedish Arbitral Award (2003) ULR 631. See para 12 above; see also above, Preamble r para 45.

68 Arbitral Award March 1998 (Zurich), iee case no 9117, (1999) 10(2) rec rnt'l et Arb Bull 96, 98: there
was no choice of law clause; the tribunal applied the terms of the contracts, the erSG, and 'usages of trade'; it

men applied the pree as evidence of these usages. See also Arbitral Award Augut 1999, iee case no 9759,
84, 87, Unilex: the tribunal relied on mIes ofinterpretation in Arts 1.6 and
(2001) 12(2) ree Intl Cr Arb Bull
4.5 pree when determining whether the parties had agreed on an arbitration clause.
69 eg Mistelis (n 67 above) 637-639; Laive (n 20 above) 82-83; E Schäfer et al, L'arbitrage de la Chambre de
commerce international en pratique (2002) 107,
70 Arbitral Award, ree case no 10422 (n 32 above): me contract was in favour of 'a neutral legislation as

agreed by the parties', but there was no agreement between the parties on such neutral legislation; the tribunal
applied 'mIes and principles generally recognised in international trade (!e mercatoria) and in particular the
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Sorne arbitral tribunals have even regarded a choice oflaw clause designating international 32
law as a negative choice of law and applied the PI CC as the lex contractus.71 Yet each cae
should be examined separately to determine whether the parties did not want to submit
their contract to public internationallaw, even though the possibility of doing so is far from
being settled.72

ln rnost caes, a contract wil not explicidy exclude a law, but merely be silent. The Offcial 33
Comment rightly points out that silence on this issue ca be construed as a negative choice
oflaw only 'exceptionally'. 73 Ultimately, it is for the arbitrators to determine the agreement

of the parties at the relevant time, ie at the time theyentered into the contracr. The lack of
ch?ice may resuIt from a mere oversight, or it mayappear to be evident that one or both

parties preferred not to raise the issue.

On the other hand, where the parties did indeed discuss a nurnber of laws but could not 34
agree on any of them, their disagreement may well be interpreted as a negative choice oflaw

(or of certain laws). Wherean arbitral tribunal is satisfied that the parties intended to
exclude the application of certain nationallaws, it should apply another law-a neutrallaw,
and ideally one that stil has a reasonable connection tothe contracr. If no such laws exist,
and if the !e arbitr allows reliance on mIes of law, the tribunal may then resort to the

picco
Where an arbitration involves a state, arbitral tribunàls more willngly admit the existence 35
of a negative choice oflaw and prefer to relyon the PI CC rather than on a domestic law.74

The Offcial Comment accepts that this scenario may warrapt the application of nonnational principles.75

Although no decision ilustrating this approach appearsto beavailable, it is conceivable that 36
arbitrators' probing about the reasons for the absence of a choice oflaw provision may reveal

a negative choice of law excluding the picco The parties rnay indeed have intended to
exclude not only certain domestic laws, but also certain transnational rules. If the evidentiary proceedings show that the parties discussed the !e mercatoria, general principles, or

UNIDROIT Principles, since they seem to be a faithfu transposition of rules admitted to be applicable to
inrernational conrracts between traders engaed in inrernational trade'.
71 First Partial Arbitral Award 6 January 2003, iee cae no 12111, Unilex: clause relating ta the applicable

rules oflaw simply stated that 'the presenr conrract is governed by inrernationallaw'.
72 Redfern et al (n 16 above) para 2-46: private parties should be allowed to submit their con
to internationallaw; cfP Dailier et

al, Droit international public (7th edn, 2002) 1096.

tract relationship

73 Offemt 4c to Preable, p 5; Berger (n 20 above) 146.
74 Reiner

and Jahnel (n 21 above) 91; Arbitral Award 5 June 1996 (Paris), ieC cae no 7375, (1996) 11

Meaey's InrernationalArbitration Report AI-A69, Unilex, and in E Jolivet, 'La jurisprudence arbitrale de la
cei et la /e mercatori' (2002J Cahiers de l'arbitrage 253, 255-256: the majoriry of thearbitrators sàid that

the absence of a choice oflaw clause was a result of the parties' wish for smooth negotiations and should be
interpreted as an implicit clause not to submit the conrract to any of the conrracting parties' nationallaw; the
majoriry also said it was more appropriate to apply general principles oflaw (including thepiee) where astate

is a parry ta the conrract, since sovereigns are usually reluctanr to submit to the laws of another state and the
parties would probably have chosen ta submittheir conrraèt ta these principles if the issue had been addressed
during the negotiations.
75 Off emt 4c to Preable, p 5.
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the PICC, but then could not agree on them, the arbitral tribunal must respect this
choice.

37 (c) The PICC as the lex contractus in case of simultaneous designation of two or
more domestic laws. Parties can simultaneously designate two or more domestic laws
neutralizing each other. Depending on the circumstances, this may be construed as a
negative choice of law, potentially leading to the application of the PI Cc. 76 The solution
is in line with the principle of effectiveinterpretation which is prevalent in international
arbitration.77
38 The simultaneous designation need not result in the inoperability of the choice, provided

that the scope of application of each domestic law isclearly distinguishable. Parties may
provide for a split choice oflaw (déeçage) whereby certain matters are governed by a specific law whilst others are subject to another law. InICC Case No 9479, the parties had
explicitly selected a domestic law (New York) as applicable only to the issue of the validity

of their contract. The arbitral tribunal foundthat the paries had not agreed on any domestic law to apply to other issues relating to the. substance of their contract. The tribunal
decided to apply the terms of the contract, supplemented by the PICC, as an 'accurate representation . . . of ( the) usages of international trade' -and it could have also legitimately
!e contractus.78 The parties may also expressly opt for the
application of only some of the provisions of the PICC to one of the issues raised by their
dispute.79
decided to apply the PICC as the

4. ChoIce of law other than the PICC

39 The Preamble does not foresee the application of the PICC as the lex contractus where parties agree on a specific choice oflaw clause in favour of a domestic law or an international
instrument. The silence of the Preamblein that respect is not surprising: as mentioned
above, under virtually all arbitration laws and rules, an arbitra tribunal is bound by any
choice oflaw made by the parties. ln that regard, it is well accepted that a common reference
to the same law in the parties' subrnssions amounts to a choice oflaw;80 at least if no quali-

fication or reservation is made. Hence, where the parties have specifically selected a domestic law or any other set of rules, the arbitral tribunal should normally not apply the PICC as
the lex contractus. The tribunal may however decide to relyon the PICC as a means to interpret or supplement the applicable law (see paras 46- 57 below).

76 Arbitral Award 5 November 2002, International Arbitration Court at the ehamber of Commerce and
Industry of the Russian Federation cae no 11/2002, Unilex: the relevant contract contaIned three choice of law
clauses--ne in favour of Russian law, one in favour of German law and one in favour of the 'genera principles
of !ex mercatoria'; the tribunal found that the reference to both German and Russian laws was tantamount to an
absence of any choice of do

mes

tic law and decided to apply the piee as an expression of the general principles

of /e mercatoria.
77 Fouchard et al (n 1 ab

ove) 825-826.

78 Arbitral Award February 1999, iee cae no 9479, (2001) 12(2) iee Int'I et Arb Bull

67. used for the
79 Arbitral Award no 126/90, cited in (1994) PC - Misc 19, P 19 (Maskow): the piee were

issue of hardship only.
80 Beson (n 21 above) Art 33 para 7.
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It is conceivable that, in some limited situations, an arbitral tribunal may consider that 40
certain provisions in the applicable law do not fit the context of international commercial

contracts. The tribunal may then be indined to disregard unsuitable or parochial provisions if the solution reached under that lawwould not meet the expectations of either party,
or would lead to a result which the parties did not contemplate and that would dearly frustrate their agreement.81

ln some cases, it might be diffcult for an arbitral tribunal or the parties to determine the 41
content of the provisions of the applicable law.82 The use of the PICC as a substitute for
domestic law in such caes was explicitly mentioned in the Preamble of the 1994 edition of
the PI
Cc. Ir has disappeared from the Preamble, but not from the scope of the 2004 edition
of the PICC, as mentioned in the section of the Offcial Comment dealing with 'other possible uses of the PICC'.83 The scenario on the drafers' minds was one where establishing

the content of the applicable law proves impossible or excessively burdensome.84

A high threshold must be applied in this respect, as nowadays most domestic laws are either 42
codified or otherwise eaily available.85 Where parties have made an explicit choice oflaw,
arbitral tribunals should avoid indulging in improper shortcuts.and the PI

CC should only

be used as a complementary set of rules, not as the lex contractus. 86 A party should not be too
easily allowed to rely on the Pi CC, since the parties' duty to argue their cae in fact and in

law implies instructing a counsel familiar with the applicable law or capable of procuring
advice through other advisors. However, fundamental and repeated legal amendments and
lack of relevant authorities may lead to a high degree of uncertanty about the current state

of the applicable law, and the parties' legitimate expectations in this. If that is the cae, reliance on the PICC may be warranred.

II. Use of the PICC to supplementor interpret the !e contractu
CC may not be relied upon as the applicable 'mIes of 43
law',they may nevertheless be used to complement the law found to be applicable. This
may be, as indicated by paragraph 5 of the Preamble, either the provisions of international
uniform instmments (see paras 44-5 below)or a specifie domestic law (see paras 46-57
If an arbitral

tribunal finds that the PI

below). ln theory, the complementa functIon of the PICC IS no different in arbitration
than in state courts, which allows referring to the observations already made on this topiC.87

81 Arbitral Award, iee cae no 7528, (1997) XXI YB eomm Arb 125, 131: the tribunal held that both
parties had agreed not to apply mandarory provisions of French law to their relationship, and that this intent
should be upheld 'given the international charcter of their contract'; cf

mandarory provisions of law.

Fouchard et al (n 1 above) 797: cae of

82 See above, Preable l, paras 85-88.

83 Offemt 8 to Preable, p 7.
84 (1992) Srudy L- Doc 51, P 6.
85 (1994) PC - Misc 19, pp 23-24 (especially Bonell: 'the very last resort').

86 PM Patocchi andX Favre-Bulle, 'Le Principes UNIDROIT relatifs aux contrats du commerce international:

une introduction' (1998) Sem jud 569, 602: 'the arbitrators' right to apply non-national rules (is) . . . in our
view much more fat-reaching where the parties have not made an express choice of law. Indeed, any choice of
law made by the parties must be respected; it shall bind the arbitrators with much more force than any other
contracrual provision'. For rhe use of the piee as a complementary set of rules, see paras 43-57 below.
87 See ab
ove, Preamble 1 paras 89-118.
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ln practice, however, arbitral tribunals rely much more frequently on the PICC for comple-

mentingthe applicable law than state courts do. The following paragraphs examine the
existing arbitral case1aw on the subject and address the few issues specific to this use of the
PI CC in the contexrofinternational arbirration.

1. Use of the PICC to interpret or supplement international uniform law
44 Art 7(2) CISG provides that questions 'concerning matters governed by this Convention
which are not expresslysettled in it are to be settled in conformity with the general principles on which it is based or, in the absence of such principles, in conformity with the
(applicabledomestic law)'.88 The reference to 'general principles' in the CISG has been

For instance, in several ICC cases,
arbitral tribunals relied onArt 7.4.9(2) PICC to determine the interestrate applicable to
the amount awarded in damages,89 allissue which is not addressed in the CISG. Others
areas in which the PICC may usefuly complement the. CISG indude the definition of
notions such as
the general duty ta act ¡n good faith(Art 1.7 PICC) and the general principle according to whicha monetar obligation is to be performed at the obligee's place of
business (Art 6.1.6 PICC).90 .
relied upon byarbitral tribunals to ;ipply the PI

Cc.

45 The PICC have also been used to interpret or supplement other instmments of international uniformlaw, induding the Uniform Law on the Formation of Contract for the
International Sale of

Goods ofl July 1964 (ULF).91

2. Use of the PICC to interpret or

supplement the applicable domestic law

CC can be used to complement the applicable domestic law in certain situations (see

46 The PI

paras 47-51 below) and in several differenr ways (see paras 52-57 beloW).92

47 (a) Use of the PICCby arbitrators to supplement or interpret domestic hw. Where
arbitral tribunals operate undera law or arbitration rues that do not aford the possibilty
of applying 'rules of law', theyare obliged to apply 'a law' to the contract. ln order to

escape such an obligation, they might first choose a domestic law, and then rely on the
PI CC to 'supplement' or 'interpret' such law.

88 See the discusion in Off emt 5 to Preamble, pp 5-6.
89 Arbitral Award December 1997 (Paris), ieC case no 8817, (2000) XXII YB eomm Arb, 354, 357,
Unilex: the eISG was applicable ta the merits; the tribunal decided ta apply the CISG together with 'its general
principles, :l presencly elaborated in the UNIDROIT Principles of International Commercial eontracrs';
Arbitral Award December 1996 (Zurich), iee cae no 8769, (1999) 10(2) iee Int'l et Arb Bul 75, Unilex:

French law and the eISG were applicable; on the issue of the interest rate, the tribunal noted that the eISG did
not provide for a particular interest rate and applied Art 7.4.9 PI

ce. See also KP Berger, 'The Lex Mercatoria

Doctrine and the UNIDROIT Principles ofInternatIonal Commercial Conrracrs' (1997) 28 Law and Policy in
International Busines 943; Arbitral Award 1995 (Basle), ieC case no 8128, in Berger (n 20 above) 134-137,
Unilex.

90 Ml BonelI; 'The UNIDROIT Principles as a Means of Interpreting and Supplementing International
Uniform Law' (2002) ieC Intl et Arb Bull, Special suppl 29, 30.
91 Arbitral Award lanuar 1999 (Paris), iee case no 8547, (2001) 12(2) ree Int'l et Arb Bull 57, 58,

Unilex: the choice of law clause was in favour of the ULF; the tribunal applied the piee 'as supplemenrary
mIes' by virtue of irs powers under Art 17(1) of the iee Rules.
92 See above, Preamble 1 paras 105-111.
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Even if the relevant law and arbitration rules allow it to apply 'mIes oflaw', the arbitral tri- 48

bunal might wish to apply a domestic law and use the PICC merely as a means of supplementing or interpreting the applicable domestic law. This would be especially useful where

the contract has connections with a number of domestic laws and the arbitral tribunal
would like to account for such diversity.93

ln that respect, it usually does not matter to the arbitral tribunal whether the domestic law 49
is applicable to the contract by virtue of an agreement berween the parties (such as an
express choice of law clause or an agreement at the outset of the arbitral proceedings) or
because the arbitrators have selected it as the law applicable to the merits where there is no
express choice by the parties. The parties may even agree during the proceedings that the
PICC be applied as a complement to the otherwise applicable domestic law.94

However, it should be noted that some (rare) arbitral awards have denied the possibility for 50
CC andother transnationallegal norms
where faced with a valid, express choice ofa domestic law by the parties.95
an

arbitral tribunal to take into account the PI

Finally, the arbitration rules of most arbitration institutions (as weIl as some nationallaws) 51

permit-and even require-the arbitral tribunal to take into accounr usages, even where
the parties have selected the law applicable to their contract.96 Arbitral tributials sometimes

93 Arbitral Award, rec cae no 8540 (n 64 above): there was no choice of law clause in the contract; the
tribunal found that the law of New York was applicable to the merirs of the cae, but also found that 'in an
international commercial transaction such as. ths contract between . . . and ..., where the Parties have not

indicated the applicable law and where there are many disparte connections to many different municipal
sytems oflaw, we are of the opinion that international arbitrators are fully justified to turn ta general principles
oflaw', including the piee. However, having determined that the law applicable was the law of
the tribunal did not 'apply' the piee as

such

New York,
and decidedit would 'compare' the conclusion it would reach

under New York law with the decision itwould have reached under genera principles evidenced bythe pree.
See also Arbitral Award June 1996 (Rome), iee cae no 5835, (1999) 10(2) iee Int'l et Arb Bull

34, Unilex:

the tribunal found Kuwaiti law applicable to the merits, but deeided that 'ta the extent necessar,principlès

generally applicable in international commerce are applicable to the merirs of the dispute'; the tribunal

confirmed solutions found in Kuwaiti law by reference to the relevant provisions of the pree.
94 Arbitral Award 5 May 1997 (Paris), iee cae no 7365, (1999) ULR 796, Unilex: the choice oflawclause

wa in favour of Iranian law;the parties agreed at the ourset of the proceedings to apply 'general ptinciples
of international law' to supplement or complement Iranian law; in determining these 'general. principles of
internationallaw', the tribunal declared itself to be 'guided' by the piee.

95 Arbitral Award, iee cae no 9029 (n32 above) 90: 'where the parties have expressly and precisely
identified the law applicable ta (their) relationship . . . as a domestic law, the possibility of putting before judges
mIes that do not belong in the national system of mIes to which the . . . parties referred to is precluded'.

96 Ar 17(2) of the ree Rules; Art 33(3) of the Swiss Rules. Arbittal Award May 1999, iee cae no 9753,

82, Unilex. ezech law provided that account must be taen of the 'business
pracrice' in the particular field of the contract; the tribunal found no special usages in the particular field of
business, but held that 'general principles of business practce have importance too' and applied these general
(2001) 12(2) ree rnt'I et Arb Bul

principles by makng reference to the pree. See also Arbitral Award Deæmber 1998 (Paris), ree cae no 9593,

Unilex; Arbitral Award, ree cae no 9419 (n 7 above) 107: rvorian law was applicable to the merirs; Ar 1135

are bound byequity, custom and the law; in.the context of an
international transaction 'the custom ta be taen into consideration by the . . . tribunal within the framework
of the Ivorian Civil Code provided that parties

of Aricle 1135 . . . is ta befound within the usages of international trade'; accordingly, the tribunal made

reference to Art 5;3 (now Ar 5.1.3) pree.
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consider that the PI CC ca be 'taken into account' as parr of the applicable trade usages.

97

This is questionable, since usagesmust be distinguished from transnational principles (see
para 22 above).

CC to 'interpret or 'supplement' the applicable domestic law. Ir is not
entire1y dear from the terms of the Preamble what the drafers had in mind when they

52 (b) Use of the PI

stated that the PI

CC could be used to 'supplement' domestic law. There is dearly some
CC as a substitute for domestic law, which is discussed above

overlap with the use of the PI

(see paras 40-42 above). This is supported by the Ilustrations in the OffcialComment,
namely where the arbitral tribunal cannot fin.d a proper solution under the selected
domestic law either because it does not address the issue98 or because it leads to a number
of equally valid options.99

of law or a source of
asistace for the interpretation ofits provisions, the PICC-to the extent that they qualifY

53 Where the domestic law itself refers to general principles as a source

as general principles-become a means to interpret rather than simply supplement the
domestic law. The same applies where the contract expressly cals for the application of the
PICC as a means to interpret the designated domestic law.
54 Some provisions ~Æ the law applicable to ~ contract might be undear or unfit in an international context where they have been designed mostly for use in domestic situations.

Interpreting these provisions in the light of transnational norms like the PICC can prove
useful. 100

97 Arbitral Award October 2000, iee cae no 10022, (2001) 12(2) iee Int'I et Arb Bull 100, Unilex:

Lithuanian law was applicable to the merits;the tribunal ruled that the piee were applicable as part of 'the
relevam trade usages' memioned in Art 17 of the iee Rules.
98 Off emt 6 to Preamble, p 6; Arbitral Award December 2001, ieC case no 11295, (2005) iee Im'I
et Arb BulL, Special suppl 88, 8lh9, Unilex: 'in international arbitration, when th~' domestic law(s) to be
applied to the dispute, does (do) not provide any specific solutions to settle the point of law involved, the
arbitral tribunal may subsidiarily apply international law instruments'; accordingly, the piee 'may also be
applied to the dispute' to supplement Polish law; but there was no relevant rule in the piee in caJU. See also

Dessemontet (n 35 above) 161: tribunals faced with gaps in Swiss law regarding the determination of damage
resorted to Section 7.4 of the Pi

CC to caculate the damage in specific situations not covered by the applicable

Swiss provisions.
99 Arbitral Award 1995 (Auckland), Ad hocarbitration, (1999) ULR 166, 166-167, Unilex: the law of
Zealand on the poim ta be decided wa 'in a somewhat unsettled state'; the tribunal sought confirmation

New
on

a comparative basis and made reference to the pice for that purpose, daiming that 'there could be no more

definitive contemporar international statement governing the interpretation of contractual terms than in the
pieC. See also Arbitral Award Oerober 2001, iee cae no 9078,(2005) iee Im'I et Arb Bull, Special suppl
73 Unilex: German law was said ta be unclear as to whether darages for lost opportunities could be awarded;
the tribunal conducted a comparative analysis between various nationallegal systems and the piee in order to

attain an imernationally acceptable solution.
100 See the discussion in Off emt 6 to Preamble, p 6; Berger (n 20 above) 133: 'an internationally useful
imerpretation of the applicable domestic law'; Arbitral Award September 1996 (Zurich), ieC cae no 8486,
(1999) XXVa YB eomm Arb 162, Unilex: the contract was between pares from Turkey and the Netherlands,
with Dutch law applicable to the merits; the tribunal applied the proposition made by a Dutch authoriry that
in an international comext, provisions of domestic law (particularly on hardship and force majeure) should be
imerpreted in accordance with the piee rather than domestic lega doctrine; the tribunal held mat '(a)ccording
to Art 3:12 HW; "Dutch common opinion oflaw" is the determining factor in the first place; it is replaced by
the common opinion in international con

tract law when the provision is applied in an imernational context',

See also Arbitral Award September 1998, ICe cae no 8908, (1999) 10(2) iee Int'l et Arb Bull 83, 84-86,
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'Supplemenring' or 'complementing' domestic laws can also be understood as a direction to 55

add strength to the provisions of the applicable domestic law by showing that such provi-

sions reflect a wider transnational consensus. Abundant cae law shows that arbitrators
CC to validate a decIsion reached under the domestic law selected by the
refer to the PI
parties.10l Arbitral tribunals may do so either on their own initiative or when required by
the applicable domestic law or arbitration rules to consider general principles (of which the
Pi CC are used as an expression).

There are numerous e:xples of arbitral awards containing obiter dicta to the effect 56
that a particular solution in domestic law reflects a trånsnational consensus evidenced
by the picco Thus, arbitral tribunals have used the PI
CC to support national provisions regarding rules of interpretation,102 the principles of good faith,103 nominalism,104

price determinability, 105 quantification oflosses, l0610ss of profit, 107 mitigation ofdamages, 108

Unilex: the choice oflaw clause was in favour ofItalian law; there were diffculties on interpretation of a provision

of the Italian Cc; the tribunal reviewed severa methods for the interpretation ofItalian law, including the piee;
it noted that 'the mIes relating to interpretation and good faith contained in the UNIDROIT Principles , . . are
in all eventS a useful reference framework for applying and judging a contract of an international nature'.
101 Arbitral Award July 2001, iee cae no 11051, (2005) iee Int'l et Arb Bull, Special suppl 86-87,

Unilex: the parties had agreed that their dispute should be resolved in accrdance with Italian law; the tribunal
applied the relevant provisions of ltaian law but noted that 'such solution (as provided for by Italian law) is
consisrenr with the relevant custom of international trade, of which the piee are an expression'. See alo the
awards cited by Derains (n 55 above) 14-17; Arbittal Award April

1998 (Paris), iee cae no 8223, (1999) 10(2)

iee Int'I Ct Arb Bull 58, 60, Unilex: French law was applicable on the merits; the tribunal memioned Art 2, 19
(now Art 2.1.9) PI CC in suppOrt of its decision. See also Arbitral Award October 1998 (Geneva), 1 CC cae no
9333, (1999) 10(2) iee Int'l et Arb Bull 102, 104, Unilex: Swiss law was applicable to the merits; the tribunal
memioned that the result attained by application of Swiss law is in conformiry with 'uSages of international
trade', as expressed, inter alia, by the piee; 0 Meyer, Principles ofContract Law und nationales Vertragsrecht:
Chaneen und Wége fir eine lntetionalisierung de RechtsanwenTfng (2007) 211-228.
102 Arbitra

AwadAugust 2000, iee cae no 9651, (2001) 12(2) iee Im~l etArb Bull

76, 79, Unilex: the

issue was the application of Swiss law co the imerpretation of a choi~ of law cluse; the tribunal notedthat

ehapter 4 of the piee provided for similar mIes of interpretation. See also Arbitral Award Ocrober 2000,

iee cae no 10335, (2001) 12(2) iee Int'l et Arb Bull 102, 104, Unilex: the tribunal relied on Ar 1.7,
1.8, and ehapter 4 of the pICe to support a rule ofinrerpretationfound in Greek law. ln the context of COUrt

proeeedings, see above, Preable 1 paras 109-110.
103 Arbitral Award, iee cae no 9753 (n 96 above) 83: ezech law applicable to the merits; the tribunal
found support in Arts 1.3 and 1.7 piee; Arbitral Award Deeember 2000 (Barranquila, eolombia), iee cae

no 10346, (2001) 12(2) iee Int'I etArb Bull 106, 108, 111-112, Unilex. ln the comextofcourt proceedings,
see above, Preamble 1 para 107.
104 Arbitral Award July 1995 (Brussels), iee cae no 8240, (1999) 10(2) iee Int'l et Arb Bull 60, 62,

Unilex: the choiee of law clause was in favour of Swiss law; the arbitral tribunal applied Swiss law rothe merits
of the cae, but added that the principle of monetar nominalism, which it had found to be established 'in Swiss
COUrt decisions and doctrina writings' was 'a general principleof transnationallaw . . . laid down . . . also in Art
6.1.9(3) of the UNIDROIT Principles'.
105 Arbitral

Award September 1999, iee cae no 7819, (2001) 12(2) iee Int'I CtArb Bull

56,57, Unilex:

Brazilian law was applicable to ,the merits; the tribunal tlted that Ar 55 eISG and Art 5.7 (now Ar 5.1.7)
pieC provided for similar solutions on the issue of thedeterminabiliry of priee.
106 Arbitral

AwardJune 2001, iee cae no 9950, (2005) iee Int'ICtArb Bull, Special suppl77, 78, Unilex:

Egytian law was applicable to the comract; the tribunal applied Egytian law, Swiss law, and the piee; it

concluded it had discretion in assessing the darages.
107 Arbitral Award, iee cae no 10346 (n 103 ab

ove) 115.

108 Arbitral Award March 1999, iee cae no 9594, (2001) 12(2) iee Im'l et Arb Bull 73, Unilex: the
choice of law clause was in favour of English law; the tribunal applied English law to the merits of the dispute
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andhardship.109 The PICC have also been used to support tribunals' decisions about the

agreement of the parties regarding the law applicable to the contract,110 and even about
whether a valid, binding contract existed.lll
57 However, the relevance, or at least the significance, of the application of the PICC in such
instances should not be overstated. Ultimately, arbitrators apply the relevant domestic law,

not the picco The PICC are referred to merely in order to. render their decision more
112 Yet, in the context of

international arbitration, this may prove
important and very usefu in order to 'meet the legitimate expectations of the parties'.11
acceptable to the parties.

Paries themselves try to add strengt to their submissions by stating that the PI CC provide
for a solution similar to that reached under the applicable lex contractus.114

II1. Use of the PI

CC by arbitral tribùnals in situations
not dealt with in the Preamble

58 With respect to the 1994 edition of the PICC, there remained doubt as to whether the
Preamble's enumeration of potential uses of the PICC was exaustive. 115 The question was

not without practical relevance to the extent that, prior to their 2004 amendment, the
PICC did not foresee their use ih interpreting or supplementing domestic law. ln one IC~
arbitration, the tribunal even refused to apply the PICC ta rhis end because this sort of use;

but also noted (when regarding one of melega issues at hand) that a 'similar standardhas been established
internationally, primarily in me UNIDROIT Principles ofInternational Commercial eOntracts (1994)' before
citing Art 7.4.8(1) piee.
109 Arbitral Award December 2001, iee cae no 9994, (2005) iee Int'I et Arb BulL, Special suppl 79,
79-80, Unilex: me tribunal found mat French law was applicable ta the merits, but nonetheless mentioned
the piee (Ar 6.2.2
and 6.2.3), noting that the principle it had found in French law (basing the notion of
hardship on the principle of good fath) 'is also prevailing in international commerciallaw'.
110 Arbitral Award, iee cae no 9459 in Jolivet (n 74 above) 259: me tribunal found that no

ne of me

potentially relevant domestic laws (French, Belgian and Spanish law) allowed it to infer an implicit expresion

of me wil of the parties from meir silence; it declared mat this view was supported by the piee and merefore
constituted an international consensus.

111 Arbitral AwardJune 2001, ICe case no 11227, (2005) iee Int'l et Arb Bull, Special suppl87, Unilex:
there was a dispute as to whether a 'memorandum of understanding' was a valid, binding contract; me tribunal
supported irs appreciation of Portuguese law by reference to Ar 2.11 and 2.14 of the 1994 edition of the

piee.
11 Patocchi and Favre-Bulle (n 86 above) 600.
113 Derains (n 55 above) 14.

114 Arbitral Award March 2002, iee case no 11375, (2005) ieC Int'l et Arb Bull, Special suppl 90,
Unilex: an arbitration was brought aganst a state; me respondent's wirness relied on- me piee ta suppOrt

his view that the parties had an implied obligation of good faim. See also Arbitral Award April 2001, iee
case no 10578, (2005) ieC Int'! et Arb Bull, Special.suppl 84, 85, Unilex: claims based on Swedish law; the
claimant 'also invites the . . . tribunal to make reference to general principles of international trade law such
as me UNIDROIT Principles'. See also Arbitral Award 4 June 2004, International Centre for Setclement of
Investment Disputes cae no AR/02/5, (ww.investmentclaims.com/decisions/PSEG-Turkey-Jurisdicrion_

4Jun2004.pdf, para 75,
115 eg AK Schnyder and P Grolimund, '"Opting in" oder "Opting out"? Anwendung der UNIDROIT
Principles of International Commercial eontracrs in schiedsgerichclichen Vetfahren' in 1 Schwenzr and G
Hager (eds), Festschrift fUr PeterSch!echtrem zum 70. Geburtstag (2003) 395, 400.
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had not been identified in the Preamble.116 Other arbitral tribunals did not adopt such a
formalistic approach and applied the PICC whenever theywere of the view that the applicable lex arbitri and arbitration rules authorized the choice. Indeed, this was one of the main
applications of the PICC in practice: as early as 1998, Prof

essor Berger reported that arbi-

trators relied on the PICC to fill gaps or interpret applicable domestic laws. He acknowledged that the approach was not provided for in the Preamble, but considered that 'it is
nothing but a natural addition to the non-exhaustive list of options c?ntained therein' .117

The Offcial Comment to the 2004 editìon of the PICC now specifies that the list set out 59
in the Preamble is not exhaustive.118 ln addition, it points out two possible applications not

CC may be used for the purpose of contract drafingl19
and as the lex contractuswhere the content of the otherwise applicable law could not (or not
easily) be established. As discussed above, certain authorities might be-and maybe too
far-ahead of the PICC by using them as the proper law of conrract even where there are
no particular diffculties ¡n establishing the applicable law and its content (see para 42
mentioned in the Preamble: the PI

above).

Furrher possible applications are not specifically mentioned in the Preamble or in the 60
Offcial Comment. For instance, arbitral tribunals may choose not to apply a domestic law;
they may apply the terms of the contract only, particularly if the contract contains no choice
of law dause and has connections with various systems oflaw. However, the terms orthe
contract alone wil often not provide a complete set of rules to address. all issues arising
under the contract. The PICC may therefore provide a set of'backup provisions' .120
As the PI

CC have been drafed for use iil commercial contracts, it wil normally nót be 61

appropriate to use them for daims based on public international law. The primar sources
of internationallaw in this context are treaties, customary internationallaw, general prin-

ciples of (public international) law and precedents of tribunals deciding daims
involving states. 121 Ir is for this reason that in the many arbitr~tions brought under bilateral

116 Arbitral Award, iee cae no 8873 (n 50 above).

11 Berger (n 20 above) 133.

118 Offemt 8 to Preable, p 7; see also above, Preable 1 para 1.
119 See above, Preamble l para 132.

120 eg Arbitral Award 27 September 1996 (Paris), iee cae no 8261, Unilex: the comract contained no

tribunal applied
!e mercatori; the piee
were used as evidence of the /e mercatori and other transnational norms. See also Arbitral Award 28 July 2000
3/2000, 514, 520, Unilex: the sole arbitrator applied the terms of the
(Geneva), iee cae no 9797, ASA Bul
commct; he ruled that underArt 17(1) of the iee Rules appropriate rules were 'the general principles of law
and the general principles of equiry commonly accepted by the legal systems of most coumries' and that 'the
DROIT Principles are a rdiable source of imernational commerciallaw in international arbitration' for
UNI
choice oflaw clause because both parties had insisted on choosing their own nationallaw; the
terms of the contract, supplemented by general principles of trade as embodied in the

they 'comain in essence a restatemem of those ''principes directeurs" that have enjoyed universal acceptance and,
moreover, are at the heart of those most fundamemal notions which have consistently been applied inarbitral
practice'; ultimatdy, most issues in the disputewere decided on the basis of the piee On ths award, see
also MJ BondI, 'A "Global" Arbitration Decided on the Basis of the UNIDROIT Principles: ln re Andersen
Consulting Business Unit Member Firms v Arhur Andersen Business Unit Member Firms and Andersen
Worldwide Société Coopérative' (2001) 17 Arb Int! 249.

121 See Art 38(1) of the Statute of the Imernational Court of Justice of 26 June 1945; CH Schreuer,
The /CS/D Convention: A Commentary (2001) 609-618. The general principles of public internationallaw
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investment treaties, mostly under the ICSID Convention, the PICC are rarely invoked or

applied by the arbitral tribunals. Remedies are available under most investment protection
treaties for breach of internationallaw only, to the exclusion of mere contract violations.
The United Nations Compensation Commission, a UN body sitting in Geneva and adjudicating war reparation claims aher the first GulfWar, referred to the PI CC as an expression
of general principles, relating to force maeure issues amongst other things.122
62 However, if astate participates-and is suedas a participant-in international commerce,

it is possible to rely on pure commerciallaw, which may include the picco ln addition,
while drawing from different sources, the general principles developed in the do

main of

public internationallaw and those derived from international commerciallaw often cover
similar issues and lead to broadly similar solutions (on issues like the interpretation of treaties or contracts, compensation in cae ofbreach of treaty obligations or contractual obliga-

tions, and the impact of unforeseen events on the treaty or contract). Ir is therefore
conceivablethat the PICC can be appliedor invoked in appropriate circumstances in the
context of a public internationallaw dispute.
applications foreseen and unforeseen in the Preamble, a final word
of caution should be added:even the most fervent proponents of the PICC do not suggest

63 Whatever the range of

that the PI

CC should prevail over a particular meaning that the parties intended to give to

a,contractual clause. If the proper interpretation of a clause is contentious, the arbitral tribunal must establish the parties' agreement through evidentiary proceedings. Ir cannot
simply rely on how the PICC or indeed a given law would deal with a similar situation. The
PICC are not designed to be a shortcut for arbitral tribunals to avoid determining the par-

ties' agreement, nor for pares short of evidence for their particular interpretation of a
contractual clause which, post-jcto, turns out to be advàntageous to them in the context of

the dispute. Once the parties' intent is established, the arbitral tribunal may, on the other
hand, have to determine whether the parties' arrangement is admissible in light of mandatory provisions of

the applicable law or the PI

CC (Art 1.5).

N The role of the PI CC where arbitrators decide ex aequo et bono
64 Arbitral tribunals can be instructed to decide ex aequo et bono, as amiables compositeurs, or 'in

equity'. There is no uniform definition of these terms or of the powers which the arbitrators
exercise in these various functions.123 The distinction (and the need for it) between arbitra-

tÏon ex aequo et bono, arbitration'in equity' and amiable composition depends to a large
degree on the nationality of the author makng the distinction.124 ln practice, they are often

menrioned here should not be confused with the general principles of (private) law menrioned in paras 15-20
above, even if they ofien have a similar substance (eg the principle of pacta sunt servanda).
122 United Nations Compensation Commission 18 December 1997, UN-Doc S/AC2611997/6, nn 23, 27,
and 32. For an ICSID precedent, see n 51 above.
123 Poumet and Beson (n 1 above) 617-622.

124 Fouchard et al (n 1 above) 836: 'the distinction between amiable composition and equity seems artificial';

cf Poudret and Besson (n 1 above) 619: 'we have suffciencly shown above, along with other scholars famliar
with arbitration in equity, chat the latter is not the same as amiable composition'.
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relied upon Interchangeably as authorizing arbitrators to render an award without being
bound by the provisions of the applicable law. The lack of a definition on an international
level is also highlighted by Art 17(3) of the ICC Rules which mentions all three expressions
without distinction.125 What the three notions have in common is that arbitrators may not
deviate from the law or the contract unless explicidy authorized to do SO.126

The extent to which arbitrators are bound by the law (whether mandatory or non-manda- 65
tory provisions) and by the contract may itself differ depending on the nationallaw.127

Arbitrators should therefore enquire about the existing rules on amiable composition and
decisions ex aequo et bono at the place of arbitration, sinçe these wil be relevant to ensuring
that the award canot be set aside.128 If arbitrators are authorized to deviate from the law
!ex arbitri and the parties entitle them to do so), theyare entitled to resort
(because both the

to the PICC 'as (an) autonomous standard129 'to the extent theyfind them to express or
accord with equitable principles' .130 The PI CC can thus provide a useful source for arbitra-

tors caed upon to decide a dispute ex aequo et bono,131 although the drafers of the PICC
were not unanimously in favour of using the PICC for this purpose.13

Where the parties agree that the tribunal ought to decide the dispute ex aequo et bono, but 66
allow themselves to make submissions to the tribunal on the basis of specific provisions of
CC may be problematic.133 The parties

the same domestic law, the application of the PI

arguably made a valid choIce in favour of the law concerned,134 at least if no qualification or
reservation is made. Therefore, a decision by arbitrators to apply the PI

CC in that context

would not be appropriate.

125 Art 17(3) of the iee Rules; Reiner and
Jahnel (n 21 above) 92 and n 14.
126 Bonell (n 7 above) 194-195: in sorne countries, such as Japan and China, even where the arbitratars are

not formaly actng as amiàbles compositeurs, they are expected to decide on the basis of 'fairness and common
sense' and may decide to apply the piee.

127 Fouchard et al (n 1 above) 837: arbitrators deciding as amiàble compositeurs have the power 'not to restrict

themselves to applying mIes oflaw (but) not only ta ignore mIes oflaw altogemer, but also to depart from them
to the extent that their conception of equiry requires'.
128 PA Karer, 'Must an arbitra tribunal really ensure mat irs award is enforceble?' in G Aken et al (eds),
Global Rejctiom on Intertional Law, Commerce and Dispute Resolution: Liber Amicorum in Honour of Robert

Briner (2005) 429.
129 H van Houtte, 'The UNIDROIT Principles ofInternational Commercial Conrracrs' (1995) II Arb Int'I

373,381.
130 Laive (n 20 above) 82; Berger (n 20 ab

ove) 147.

13 Arbitral Award December 1996 (Paris), iee cae no 8874, (1999) 10(2) iee Intl et Arb Bull 82, 83,

Uni/ex: the tribunal decided the cae 'according the principles of equiry and applied directions of the piee
when determining the appropriate interest rate.
132 (1994) PC - Misc 19, p 26 (BonelI: the piee are 'an expression of ratio scrpta, offair mIes ofbehaviour';
Lado: 'someone asked to act as amiàble compositerwould (not) be expected to use the (piee, but rather) the
most expedient solution'; Brazi/: 'under the Australian conception of amiàble compositeur, awad rendered on

the basis ofUNIDROIT Principles by amiàble compositeur might be appeaed ta the court').
133 eg Arbitral Award 10 December 1997 (Buenos Aires), Ad hoc arbitrarion, (1998) ULR 178, 178-179,
Unilex: there was no choice of law clause in the contract; the parties asked the tribunal to act as amiables
compositeurs; the tribunal disregarded submissions made by both parties on the basis of Argentine law and
applied the piee to me merirs of the dispute.
134 Besson (n 21 above) Art 33 para 7.
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v: Chalenge and enforcement of an arbitral award based
on the PI

CC rather thanon a domestIc law

67 Arbitral awards are subject to review by state courts ¡n annulment or enfotcement proceedings. The grounds for annuIment are set out in the !e arbitr at the place ofarbitration. The
prerequisites for the enforcement of an award, on the other hand, are determined by the law
of the place where the enforcement is. sought. ln most countries, this is the New York
Convention.

13

68 Most national arbitration laws, as weIl as

the New York Convention, alow onlyvery narrow

grounds for annuIment of or refusal to enforce arbitral awards. ln essence, they are limited
to violations of procedural or substantive public policy.l~6In order to offend public policy,

an award-in both its resuIt and effect-must be incompatible withfundamental principles of
justice and morality, or must havebeen made in proceedings that disregard basic
ruIes of due process.13 ,

69 Due tothe restrictive natue of public policy,the reliance byan arbitral tribunal on the
PICC rather than on a nationallaw does not usually constitute a ground for annuIment or
refusal of enforcement per se (see paras 70-82 below). However, the use of the PICC may
lead arbitrators to solutions or decisions that may be constitutive of one of the grounds for
annuIment or refusal of enforcement provided for in the lex arbitri (see para 83 below).

1. Reliance on the PI CC in the absence of a choice of law clause is not a ground for
annuIment or denial of enforcement per se

70 The issue of the validity of awards based on transnational mIes alone, rather than on a
nationallaw, was addressed by state court well before the promulgation of the picco

71 (a) Chalenge of awards. An important distinction 'shouId be made between situations
CC)
CC (whether directIy or through wordings such
as 'general principles') or fail to choose any law whatsoever.

where the parties make a choice of law in favour of another set of rules (not the PI
and where the parties either choose the PI

72 Where the parties have chosen a domestic law (rather than the PICC or similar sets of
ruIes), it raises the question of whether an award disregarding such a choice of law and

CC or even
to transnational norms. The situation would be more or less the same where the arbitrators
disregard a domestic law and apply another domestic law instead.
applying another set of rules is enforceable. The answer is not specific to the PI

13 Convention on the Recognition and Enforcemen~ of
Foreign Arbitra Awards (New York, 10 June 1958).
136 For histary and development see J Kleinheisterkap, 'Recognition and Enforcement of Foreign Arbitral
Awards' in R Wolfrum et al (eds), Max-Planck EncycÚJpedia of
13 International Law Association, Recommencltiom on the Application of

Public Interational Law (forthcoming 2008).
Public Policy as a Ground for Rejùing

Recognition or Enforcement of Intertional Arbitral Awards (2002, New Delhi) (www.ila-hq.org/elcommittees/

inde.cfcid19): Rule 1 (d) defÌnes public policy as, inter alia, 'fundamental principles, perraining ta justice or
moraliry, that the State wishes ta protect even when it is not directly concerned'. See also Poudret and Besson
(n 1 above) 856-863 on enforcemenr proceedings and 736-769 on annulment proceedings.
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ln many jurisdictions, an award disregarding the applicable law clause may be set aside or 73
may not be recognized and enforced, such as in France138 or Germany.139 ln others, such as
regard
Switzerland, the arbitral award usually escapes annulment even if the arbitrators dis

the parties' choice oflaw since, in substance, the only ground to set aside an award is violation of public policy.140 The application of the PICC, in lieu of the designated domestic law,

would constitute a violation of public policy only if, as a result of applying the PICC, the
outcome of the award is substantially different than it would have been under the otherwise
applicable domestic law or violates a general principle of such domestic law (see para 78
below) .141 Ir would seem to be even more diffcult to chalenge an award where the arbitrators have based their award on both the terms of the contract and the PICC.142

For situations where the pares have not chosen any law and the arbitrators decide to apply 74
the PICC, a crucial cae is Norsolor v Pabalk Ticaret, in which an ICC arbitral tribunal sitting in Vienna decided a dispute based on the terms of the contract and the lex mercatoria

alone. The award was chalenged and a lower Austrian court set it aside on the basis that the
arbitrators should have determined the applicable law. The Austrian Supreme Court
reversed the decision and held that the mere fact that the award was exclusively based on the

lex mercatoria was not objectionable.143 The Norsolor solution has since been widely admitted in other jurisdictions. ln Switzrland, the Federal Court wil not verify how the arbitrators determined or applied the applicable law unless the result of the award is contrary to
international public policy.l44 ln France, the Cour de Cassation has held that, where the
parties have not made an express choice oflaw, arbitrators are entitled to rely on the 'rules
of international commerce' and that it is not incumbent upon the annulment judge to
'examine the conditions of the arbitrator's determination and implementation of the
selected rule oflaw' .145 ln Germany, in contrast, such liberty on the part of t~~ arbitrators is

a ground for setting the award aside.146

Law

138 Fouchard et al (n 1 above) 946;G eordero Moss, 'ean an Arbitral Tribunal Distegad the ehoice of

Made by the Parties?' (2005) 1 Stockholm International Arbirration Review 1, 14 and 19.

13 BGH 26 September 1985 (II ZR 16/84), (1985) RI 970,972, cited in R Geimer et al (eds), Zöl!eZivilprozessordnung (26medn, 2007) § 1059 para 43.

140 Art 190 of me 1987 Swiss eonflct ofLaws Act (n 2 above),

141 DFT 14 November 1990, 116/1990 II 634, cons 4a; P Laive et al, Le droit de l'arbitrage intere et
intertiorul en Suisse (1989) 431; Besson (n 21 above) Ar 33 para 15; Scherer (n 20 above) 99-100.
142 For a related situation see DFT 9 January 2007 (4P.96/2002), ASA Bull

3/2007, 560 cons 6.2: the choite

of law clause was in favout of French law; the tribunal allegedly applied terms of the contracts only; the Swiss

Federal Court refued to set aside the award as an equity award, finding that the atbitral tribunal had applied
French law and that 'even if the arbitrators had decIded the cae based on the contract alone, rather than on
French law, this would not amount to an equity award. Awarding a party what it is enticled to under the
contract signed wim the other party Is.not tantaount to an equity award.'
143 OGH 18 November 1982 (8 Ob

520/82), (1984) XI YB eommArb 159; sUfmar and further cae law

in L Craig et al, InterntiorulChamberofCommerceArbitration (3rd edn, 2000) 334; see also Scherer (n 20
above).

144 ibid 115: 'in the framework of a chalenge of the arbitra award, the court will usually not, or not mere/y,

examine whemer the arbitrator has applied a foreign mandatory law or should have done so. Rather the court
wil assess, irrespective of the law applied, whemer the result , . , is compatible with public policy.'
145 eass cIv 22 October 1991 (89-21528), (1992) Revarb 457; Fouchard et al (n 1 ab

ove) 945-946.

146 See para 4 above.
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7S ln light of these decisions, it seems even more diffcult to challenge an award (or its enforceability) where the arbitrators have based their award on both the terms of the contract and

the picco
76 (b) Recognition and enforcement of arbitral awards. The recognition and enforcement
of foreign arbitral awards is aIso amatter each state deals with individually. ln those
states which have acceded to the New York Convention, the merits of the award cannot
generaly be reviewed. The New York Convention conrains an exhaustive list of grounds
for refusal to enforce an award. ln
cases where the tribunal has failed to apply the law
agreed by the parties, where it has applied a differenr law or system of mIes, or where it
has applied a system of ruIes iri the absence of any law agreed by the parties, the following
three grounds under the New York Convention may be relevant, in theory:

Article V(1)(c): 'The award deals with a difference not contemplated by or not falling
within the terms of the submission to arbitration, or it con

tains decisions on matters

beyond the scope of the submission to arbitration, provided that, if the decisions on
matters submitted to arbitration can be separated from those not so submitted, that part
of the award which con
tains decisions on matters submitted to arbitration may be recognized and enforced'.

Article V(1)(d): 'The composition of the arbitral authority or the arbitral procedure was
not in accordance with the
agreement of the parties, or, failing such agreement, was not
in accordance with the law of the country where the arbitration took place'.
(b): 'The recognition or enforcement of the award would be conrrary to the
public policy of (the country where recognition and enforcement is soughtl'.

Article V(2)

77 Certain authors advocate the view that Art V(l)(c) of the New York Conventiòn can be

invoked as an objection to enförcement where the tribunal fails to apply the mIes of law
chosen by the parties or acts as amiable compositeurs or in equity without this having been
agreed by the parties.147 However, the prevailing view is that this interpretation consider-

ably stretches the text of Art V(1)(C).l48 ln relying on the PICC, arbitrators do not exceed
the scope of their mission as envisaged by Art V(I)(c) of the New York

Convention.

149 Nor

can they be blamed for deciding infra petita or having failed to determine the applicable law,
as confirmed for instance by decisions of the 'French courtS.150 Ir therefore appears that a

147 U Haas, Die Anerkennung und Vollsireckung ausl!iiidischer und interationale Schiedssprüche (1991) 194-

195; Al van den Berg et al, Netherland Arbitration Law (1993) 165.
148 Poudret and Besson (n 1 above) 913.

149 Ministr of Defme of Iran v Cubic Defme Systems 29 F Supp 1168 (SD Cal 1998), (1999) xxv
YB eOffm Arb 875, 878, Unilex: rejecting the claim that references to the Pi

CC (and other 'international

and equitable principles') would fall under Art V(1)(c) by violating the scope of the iee tribunal's terms of

reference; 'one of the issues presented to the (arbitral) tribunal was whether general principles of international
law apply ta this dispute. Thar(defendant) disagrees with the tribunal's response ta the question posed by the
parties is not a reason ta find that the tribunal addressed issues beyond the scope of the Terms of Reference:
See also Scherer (n 20 above) 99.
150 CA Paris, 10 June 2004, (2006) Revarb 154, 160: 'the arbitratars have no obligation ta designate the law
applicable ta the merirs if they ca make a decision on the basis of the terms of con

tract only, unless otherwise

directed by the paries'.
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tribunal may tefer to legal principles not specifically agreed by the parties and may also
decide not to apply a specific nationallaw in the absence of agreement between (he parties.
However, it is undear whether an award which actually fails to apply a law that was agreed
by the parties is enforceable.

Ir is arguable that failing to apply the law agreed by the parties would not constitute a 78
ground for resisting enforcement under Art V(I)(d) of the New York Convention. ln a cae
before the Federal Court for the District of Columbia, the complaining party alleged that
by failing to apply the ICC Rules correctly, the tribunal had violated the 'agreement of the
parties' under Art V(I)(d) of the New York Convention. ln a decision published in 1992,
the Court refused to vacate the award in question and determined that the scope of Art V( 1)

(d) was limÌted to caes where the procedural violation caused substantial prejudice to the
party resisting enforcement.151 Even though the facts in that case were quite specific, the

decision indicates that quite a high threshold must be met for a procedural violation to
justify refusal to enforce an award under the New York Convention; an alleged failure to
correctly apply the procedural mIes regarding the applicable substantive law agreed by the
parties wil normally not be suffcîent. However, the case does not address the situation
where the tribunal fails to apply the law agreed by the parties altogether. Nor does it address
the situation where, instead of or in addition to applying the law agreed by the parties, the
tribunal also refers to other legal principles (see para 77 above).
The violation of public policy (of the state where enforcement is sought) is a ground to 79
refuse enforcement under Ar V(2) (b) of the New York Convention. The application of the
Pi CC instead of a nationallaw wil not generally qualify per se as such a violation unless its
application leads to a, result that is contrary to public policy.152 The New York Convention
does not require that awards be rendered in application of a nationallaw. For instance, the
English Court of Appeal recognized an award made in Geneva, mling that the parties, by

choosing to arbitrate under the ICC Rules, had not confined their choice to a national
system of law. 153 ln that case, however, the parties had not agreed on the applicable law; so

position would be if a tribunal actually failed to apply the law agreed
by the parties, whether or not it then applied other legal principles such as the picco
it is undea what the

Most legal systems (as weIl as the PICC, see Art 1.4) espouse the mIe that arbitral tribunals 80

should take into account the relevant mandatory mIes oflaws other than those applicable
to the dispute. However, a failure to apply mandatory provisions of domestic law does
not automaticay qualify as a violation of public policy that warrants the refus

al of recog-

nition and enforcement of the award. The enforcemenr of the award should not be denied
merely becausethe arbitral tribunal failed to apply a mandatory provision, unless the provision formed part of the international or national public policy of the country in which
151 Compagnie des Bauxtes de Guinée v Hammermi/L ¡nc, 1992 WL 122712 (DDe 1992), (1993) XVII YB

eomm Ath 566, 571.
152 Derains (n 55 above) 10: 'the cause of the refual of enforcemenr is not the'choice of one law rather than

anothet, but the fact that it provides a solution contrary to the notion of public policy as defÌned hy (the law of

the place where enforcemenr is sought)'.
153 Deutsche Schachtbau- und Tiefohrgesellschaft v Ra al Khaimah National ail Company (1987) 2 Al ER
769, CA; Craig et al (n 143 ab
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enforcement of the award is sought. 154 Therefore, a violation or non-application of a mandatory provision of a domestic law is not necessarily tantamount to a violation of public
policy.155

81 ln practice, however, it cannot be denied that an award that offends mandatory provisions
of the law in force at the place of enforcement wil otten not be recognized or enforced in
these jurisdictions. For instance, an award that is incompatible with EU competition law
may be valid outside the EU, but wilnot be enforceable within the EU.

156

82 ln summary, where parties have omitted to make an express choIce in favour of a domestic
law, the tribunal may omit to apply a nationallaw altogether and may apply other legal
principles such as the picco ln these caes, provided that any mandatory rules of domestic
law were taken into account by the tribunal, state courts are not usually entided to annul or
deny enforcement of the award, unless the award itself or the way in which the arbitral tri. bunal introduced the PICC was conducive to an independent violation of due process or of
public policy. However, where the parties have made an express choice in favour of a domestic law, the tribunal may not apply other legal principles instead of the chosen law-although
it may be entided to refer to other systems oflaw or legal princip
les in addition to the applicable law chosen by the parties.

2. Application of the PICC and due process
83 While the application of the law is undoubtedly a prerogative of the tribunal (jura novit curia)

,

the tribunal may not take the parties by surprise. The parties' nght to make their submIssIons

in fu must be respected. Many states consider it to be a violation of this right iEthe tribunal
decides the dispute based on legal arguents that were not submitted by the parties and could
not possibly have been anticipated hy them. A violation of the parties' right to be heard is
tyicaly a ground to set the award aside.157 Ir is also a ground not to enforce foreign awards
under Art V(1)(b) of the New York Convention. Even if the arbitral tribunal is empowered to
rely on general principles, trade usages, and the PIGG, it should draw the parties' attention to
these mies if they are, in the arbitrators' view, the proper basis for their future awardand have
not been raised by the parties. An award relying ¡n an unexpected manner on any kind of
legal or contractual provisions may be annulled (or denied enforcement), even if tlie result
(the decision) as such is not contrar to substantive public policy. The parties' right to be heard
is an important part of due pro

cess and thus of procedural public policy.158

154 International Law Asociation (n 137 above) Rule 3a.
155 This is certainly the case in Switzrland, see DFT 9 January 1995, (1997) XXI YB eommArb 789,797:
'substantive public policy is not necessarily violated whete the foreign provision is contrary ta a mandatory
provision ofSwiss law'.
156 ln the re!ated comext of annulmem proceedings, see EeJ Case e-126/97 Eco-Swiss China Time v Benetton

(1999) EeR 1-3055 (37): arbitral awards ca be set aside if mey violate mandatory European competition law
provisions; cf DFT 8 March 2006 (4P.27812005), ASA Bull 2/2006, 363-366: competition law, whether EU

or Swiss, is not part of the publicpolicy of Switzerland (a non-EU coumry).
157 Art 34(2)(a)(iv) UNeITRA Mode! Law.
158 ln DFT 30 September 2003, 130/2004 II 35, ASA Bull 3/2004, 574: an arbitral award was set aside

because the arbitral tribunal had re!ied on a contractua provision and a lega doctrine that had not been
advanced by either party.
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VI. Application of the PICC to arbitration agreements
The scope of application of the PICC is limited to 'international commercial contracts'. Ir 84
is quite clear that the drafers of the PICC did not have in mind forum selection clauses or
arbitration agreements.
PI

159 Nevertheless, in practice, arbitral tribunals sometimes apply the

CC to arbitration clauses.

Ultimately, höwever, like any contractual agreement, the arbitration clause should be given 85
the effect that the parties intended. Thus, whether the law applicable to the merits of the
entIre contract also applies to the arbitration clause is to be established by reference to the
160 Whether such choice of law, which may embody the PICC, is
agreement of the paries.
admissible wil in turn depend on the !ex arbitri.
Specialcare needs to be taken in case the PICC are applied to issues relevat to the jurisdic- 86
tion of the arbitral tribunal. Issues pertaining to the merits are often also relevant to the
issue of jurisdiction: for example, the validity of the con

tract comprising the arbitration

agreement, the validity of an assignment of the contract,161 and the interpretation of the
parties' intent tô be bound. Applying the PICC or other non-national mIes tothe arbitratIon agreement instead of a domestic law may therefore carry risks, since annulment courts

are often reluctant to admit that the parties inrended to submit their arbitration agreement
to a law distinct from the law they selected as the law applicable to the main contract.
The situation woulq not be too dissimilar to the cae of Peterson Farm, where the contract 87

which formed the basis of the dispute contained a choice oflaw clause in favour of the laws
of Arkasas. When deciding on jurisdiction, the arbitrators decided that this choice oflaw
did not cover the arbitration clause. The arbitral tribunal applied to thearbitration clause

the 'group of companies' doctrine expressed in the ca law of ICC arbitration to assert
jurisdiction over a non-signatory party, ie de facto another set of transnational 'norms'. The
English courts set the award aside, finding that the arbitrators should have applied the law
governing the merits (Arkasas law)

, which did not include the group of companies

doctrine.162
An arbitral tribunal might be especially inclined to apply the PI

CC tothe arbitration 88

agreement where the PICC are supposed to apply to the main contract as the substantive
law. However, the law governing the validity of the arbitration clause is not necessarily
identical to the law applicable to the merits. '

ln some jurisdictions (such as England) there is a tendencyto presume that the law applicable 89
to the merits is also applicable to the arbitration agreement, especially where an agreement

159 Off emt 2 to Preable, p 2: referring by way of ilustration to 'trade transactions for the exchange of
goods or services, investmenr and/or concession agreements and contracts for professional services'.
160 Reiner and Jahnel (n 21 above) 91.
161 See below, Art 8.1 paras 5-10.

162 Peterson Farm ¡nc v C&M Fanning Ltd (2004) AlI ER (0) 50, QB; see also J Leadleyand L Williams,

'Peterson Farms: There Is No Group of eompanies Doctrine in English Law' (2004) 7 Int'l ALR 111.
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setting this out is contained in an arbitration clause within the contract. 163 The more convincing solution is, however, that the valdity of the arbitration agreement ultimately
depends on the law of the seat of the arbitration, the lex arbitri. This lex arbitr onen contains mandatory provisions regarding the validity and the scope ofarbitration agreements.
It may provide auronomous mIes or foresee mechanisms to establish the mIes applicable to
the arbitration agreement. For example, if a contract is governed by English substantive law
and contains an arbitration clause referring to arbitration in Switzerland, the arbitration
clause is governed not by English law but by the provisions of the Swiss lex arbitri.l64
Similarly, if an arbitration has its seat in the USA and Swiss law is applicable to the merits,
US courts wil apply mandatory provisions of federal and state law in order to assess the
validity of the arbitration agreement. 165 Arbitral tribunals sitting in France assess the validity of the arbitration agreement on the basis of so-caled autonomous international mIes,
but only because a mIe in French case law directs them to do SO.166

90 While the !e arbitr governs the validity of the arbitration agreement, the PIÇC can be used
tointerpret or support relevant provisions of the lex arbitri in line with the principles set out

ove regarding the interpretation of domestic law provisions (see paras 46-57 above). To
this end, the PI
CC may be used byarbitrators to interpret arbitrtion dauses.167
ab

.163 For English law see Sonatrach Peto!em Corporation (BVI) v Ferell Intertiònal Limited (2002) 1 Ail ER
(eomm) 627, QB and Redfern et al (n 16 above) para 2-86. ForUS law, see Nissho Iwai Corp, et al Uapan) v

MN joy Sea, etc, et al (2002) XXI YB eomm Arb 869, 873 and the references therein.
164 For arbitration proceedings in Swirzrland, see Art 178(2) of the 1987 Swiss eonflict ofLaws Act (n 2
above): there is choice of three laws, so long as the arbitration clause conforms with one of them; see W Wenger,

'Aticle 178' in SV Berri et al (eds), Interational Arbitration in Switzrland: An Introducton and Commentary
on

Artcles 176-194 of

the Swiss Private Interational Law Statute (2000) 327, 340: there is 'no practica need' to

apply transnational principles to the issue of the validiry of thearbitration agreement because Ar 178(2) already
provides for three potenrialy applicable nationallaws.
165 eg the cae law cited in Redfern et al (n 16 above) para 2-91.

166 The rule was developed by the CA Paris and ultimately confìrmed in the Dalico decision of the Cour de

Cassation: eass civ (1) 20 December 1993 (91-16828), (1994) Rev arb 116 obs H Gaudemet-Tallon. See also
Fouchard et al (n 1 above) 228-236.
167 Arbitral Award 25 November 1994, Zurich ehamber of Commerce, ASA Bull 2/1996, 303, Unilex:

the. tribunal applied the rules for inrerpreting the arbitration clause-and for deciding whether the clause
empowered the tribunal to hear the dispute-under applicable Swiss law, but also noted that ics interpretation

of Swiss law reflected a general, worldwide consensus evidenced bya similar mIe in the piee.
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